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Provincial and federal legislation compels municipalities to keep detailed records regarding the activities of 
their fire departments, some of which must be reported to provincial agencies such as the Office of the Fire 
Commissioner. Off-the-shelf software can be used for record keeping and reporting but may not always fit 
the unique needs of municipalities or meet legal and privacy responsibilities. Creating a customized and 
securely managed system can be cost-prohibitive for many departments and municipalities. The FRS@
OPEN[AXIS] co-operatively owned fire incident reporting system is the solution to this dilemma. 

FRS@OPEN[AXIS] is part of The Partnership of the Manitoba Capital Region’s OPEN[AXIS] data platform. 
This cost-efficient and user-friendly fire department incident reporting system is now offered to all Manitoba 
municipalities. In collaboration with our partners and input from fire department personnel across Manitoba, 
this made-in Manitoba web-based reporting system is being offered at an incredible value due to its shared 
system infrastructure and collaborative software development. 

 

Feature Description
Strict but customizable 
access

Access to the reporting system is governed by strict permission protocols. 
These can be customized to the needs of the municipality. 

Data privacy and security

Data privacy and security are of utmost importance when personal 
information is collected. Both the primary server and off-site backup 
for FRS@OPEN[AXIS] are situated in two, highly secure datacentres in 
Winnipeg, MB.

Web-based Any web-connected device can access the system from anywhere there is 
internet.

Asset management Equipment details including maintenance, scheduling, and replacement are 
recorded to provide insight for operations and budgeting. 

MPI claim submissions Automatically generate claims and invoices for reimbursement from 
Manitoba Public Insurance.

OFC reporting
Opportunities are currently being explored to streamline reporting to the 
Office of the Fire Commissioner using the FRS@OPEN[AXIS] reporting 
template.

Cost-efficient & centrally 
managed

The co-operatively owned and maintained FRS@OPEN[AXIS] system 
provides a custom and expertly managed platform at a rate that is 
affordable for municipalities both large and small. 

Please contact the PMCR to join FRS@OPEN[AXIS]:

Partnership of the Manitoba Capital Region 
info@manitobacapitalregion.ca 
(204) 989-2048

FRS@OPEN[AXIS]

JOIN US

Reporting System Highlights


